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Near equilibrium dynamics of nonhomogeneous Kirchhoff filaments in viscous media
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We study the near equilibrium dynamics of nonhomogeneous elastic filaments in viscous media using the
Kirchhoff model of rods. Viscosity is incorporated in the model as an external force, which we approximate by
the resistance felt by an infinite cylinder immersed in a slowly moving fluid. We use the recently developed
method of Goriely and Tabor@Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 3537~1996!; Physica D105, 20 ~1997!; 105, 45 ~1997!# to
study the dynamics in the vicinity of the simplest equilibrium solution for a closed rod with nonhomogeneous
distribution of mass, namely, the planar ring configuration. We show that small variations of the mass density
along the rod are sufficient to couple the symmetric modes of the homogeneous rod problem, producing
asymmetric deformations that modify substantially the dynamical coiling, even at quite low Reynolds number.
The higher-density segments of the rod tend to become more rigid and less coiled. We comment on possible
applications to DNA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A rod, or filament, is a tridimensional object with two o
its dimensions much smaller than the third, i.e., with
length much larger than its cross section. The study of
mechanical properties of rods is of interest in many fields
science. Examples are the motion of vortex tubes in hyd
dynamics@3# and the shapes and dynamics of biomolecu
@4–6# and bacterial fibers@7,8#. In engineering, the theory o
rods has been applied to the study of suboceanic ca
@9–11# and has lead to important applications in the insta
tion process and stability of optical fibers@12,13#.

The dynamics of inextensible rods is governed by
Kirchhoff equations. These equations, to be described in
tail in Sec. II, form a set of nine partial differential equatio
in the time and arclength of the rod, involving the forc
torque, and a triad of vectors describing the rod itself. Th
equations are the result of Newton’s second law for the lin
and angular momentum applied to the thin body plus a lin
constitutive relation between torque and twist. The Kirchh
model holds true in the approximation of small curvatures
the rod, as compared to the radius of the local cross sec

In most of the cases found in the literature, thin elas
structures are modeled by uniform filaments. In some pr
lems, however, it is important to take into account the n
uniformities of the structure, like its mass density or its ben
ing and twisting stiffness. Going down to microscop
details, some authors@14–16# have applied the so-called se
quence dependent anisotropic bendability models to st
local bending of DNA. In these models, the rod is divid
into small disks, each corresponding to a DNA base p
The mechanical properties of the disks are assigned acc
ing to the base pair it is supposed to represent. This pro
dure, however, is computationally applicable only to sm
molecules.

In this paper we give a step towards incorporating fin
structure properties into the continuous rod model@17,1,2#.
The main advantage of a continuous treatment of nonuni
1063-651X/2000/63~1!/016611~13!/$15.00 63 0166
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mities is that they can be included directly into the differe
tial equations describing the dynamics, allowing for the mo
eling of long nonhomogeneous filaments. In this paper
shall restrict ourselves to the study ofclosed rods whose
mass densityvary periodically, simulating either fine scal
properties that have survived the large scale average or
binding of external particles to the filament. More spec
cally, we study the dynamics of closed rods near their s
plest equilibrium configuration, the so-called planar ring s
lution.

Nonuniformities in the distribution of mass changes t
local inertial forces. The effective role of these forces, ho
ever, depends crucially on the medium where the rod is
mersed. In the case of biomolecules, for instance, iner
forces are not usually considered due to the very small va
attained by the Reynolds number in typical biological med
Goldstein and Langer@6# developed a formalism to treat th
case where inertial forces are totally discarded. In fact, in
tial forces are irrelevant when compared to external for
like gravity or electromagnetic forces if the body is im
mersed in a very viscous fluid@18#. In this paper, however
we are concerned with internal forces. In particular we w
to answer the question of how a flexible polymer reacts wh
submitted to a large torsion if its mass distribution is nonu
form. In order to answer this question we generalize
Kirchhoff’s equations to model rods immersed in visco
fluids. With these new equations we are able to study
balance between inertial forces, partly due to internal ela
forces, and viscous forces.

The dynamics in the vicinity of a homogeneous plan
ring was first studied by Zajac@11#, who showed the exis-
tence of perturbed solutions for the planar ring with to
twist larger than a certain critical value. The Zajac solutio
are similar to the~symmetric! normal modes of a string o
membrane. In this paper we show that the introduction
small periodic nonhomogeneities into an initially unifor
rod may produce important changes in the shape and s
metry of its near equilibrium dynamics, depending on t
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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periodicity of the perturbation as compared to the linear
stability modes~the Zajac modes! of the uniform rod. We
also show that, if the total twist of the rod is relatively larg
than, even at quite low Reynolds numbers, a nonhomo
neous distribution of mass can change qualitatively the
namics.

This paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II, we exte
the Kirchhoff model to include mass nonuniformities a
viscous forces. Nonuniformities in the mass density can
easily included in the Kirchhoff equations, although it com
plicates the analysis of the near equilibrium dynamics. V
cous forces are incorporated as external forces. These
modeled by the resistance felt by an infinite cylinder in
slowly moving fluid ~creeping motion! @19,20#. Nonuniform
bending or twisting stiffness can also be introduced in
model, but that will be the subject of a future publication.
Sec. III we describe the famoustwisted planar ring equilib-
rium solution of the Kirchhoff equations. In Sec. IV, we
apply the method of Goriely and Tabor@2# to study the dy-
namics in the vicinity of the planar ring configuration for
homogeneous closed rod in a viscous medium. In Sec. V
consider the nonhomogeneous rod and compare its dyn
cal evolution with the case of zero viscosity, for the sa
parameters used in Sec. IV. In Sec. VI, we apply this mo
to a closed DNA with 168 basepairs. At typical linking num
ber deficit of 5%@21# this closed DNA is stable. But for a
total twist deficit~or excess! of the order of 100% the nea
equilibrium dynamics of the DNA does feel the effects of t
mass distribution even at realistic Reynolds numbers. In S
VII we summarize our conclusions.

II. KIRCHHOFF MODEL FOR RODS
IN A VISCOUS MEDIUM

The Kirchhoff model describes the dynamics of thin ela
tic filaments within the approximation of linear elastici
theory@17#. The Kirchhoff’s equations result from the appl
cation of Newton’s laws of mechanics to the thin rod, a
consist of two equations describing the balance of force
angular momentum, and a third equation containing a c
stitutive relationship of linear elasticity theory, relating m
ments to strains.

We introduce the Kirchhoff’s model following closely th
presentation of Ref.@17#. The classical conservation laws o
linear and angular momentum for a tridimensional body
volumeV and enclosed areaA are

E
A
pndS1E

V
fdV5E

V
rẌdV, ~1!

E
A
~X3pn!dS1E

V
~X3f!dV5E

V
r~X3Ẍ!dV. ~2!

where pn is the contact force per unit area exerted on
oriented surface elementdS5n dS, r is the mass density
andX is the position with respect to a fixed origin. Extern
forces per unit volume acting on the body are represente
the vectorf.
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We want to apply these equations to the particular cas
a rod. For that, we consider the rod as a thin tube whose
is a smooth curvex in the 3D space parametrized by a
clengths, and whose position depends on time:x5x(s,t). A
local orthonormal basis, ~or director basis! di5di(s,t),
i 51,2,3, is defined at each point of the curve, withd3 cho-
sen as the tangent vector,d35x8. In this paper we shall use
primes to denote differentiation with respect tos and dots to
denote differentiation with respect to time. The two orth
normal vectors,d1 andd2, lie in the plane normal tod3, for
example along the principal axes of the cross section of
rod. We choose these vectors in such a way thatd1 ,d2 ,d3
form a right-handed orthonormal basis for each value os
and t. The space and time evolution of the director ba
along the curve are controlled byspin and twist equations

di85k3di , ḋi5v3di , i 51,2,3 ~3!

which follow from the orthonormality relationsdi•dj5d i j .
The components ofk andv in the director basis are define
as k5( i 51

3 kidi and v5( i 51
3 v idi . k1 and k2 are the com-

ponents of the curvature andk3 is the twist density of the
rod. The solution of the spin and twist equations determi
d3(s,t), which can be integrated to give the space cu
x(s,t). The Kirchhoff model assumes that the filament
thin and weakly bent~i.e., its cross-section radius is muc
smaller than its length and its curvature at all points!. In this
approximation it is possible to derive a one-dimensio
theory where forces and moments are averaged over
cross sections perpendicular to the central axis~the curvex)
of the filament.

Let the material points on the rod be labeled by

X~s,t !5x~s,t !1r ~s,t !, ~4!

where

r ~s,t !5x1d1~s,t !1x2d2~s,t ! ~5!

gives the position of the point on the cross sectionS, per-
pendicular tox8, with respect to the central axis. The tot
force F5F(s,t) and the total momentM5M (s,t) on the
cross section are defined by

F5E
S(s)

psdS, ~6!

M5E
S(s)

r3ps dS, ~7!

where ps is the contact force per unit area exerted on
cross sectionS. In terms of the director basis we writeF
5( i 51

3 f idi andM5( i 51
3 Midi .

In order to derive a set of equations describing the rod
a one-dimensional object, the rod is divided into thin disks
length ds and cross sectionS(s), and Eqs.~1! and ~2! are
applied to each of these disks. The result is
1-2
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F81E
S(s)

f dS5E
S(s)

rẌ dS, ~8!

M 81x83F1E
S(s)

r3f dS5E
S(s)

rr3Ẍ dS, ~9!

where we have writtendV5ds dSand used the fact thatpn
is nonzero only at the sectionsS(s) andS(s1ds).

In this article we are interested in the dynamics of ro
immersed in viscous fluids. We therefore incorporate the
cous friction through the external forcef. Assuming that the
rod moves slowly in the fluid we approximate the resistan
felt by the rod by that felt by an infinite cylinder in a viscou
fluid flow. This is a well known result@19,20# and gives the
resistance force per unit length in the direction of the flow

f v5
24ph

0.52c2 ln~Uarm/4h!
U, ~10!

whereh is the viscosity of the medium,a is the radius of the
cylinder, rm is the density of the medium,U is the velocity
of the fluid with respect to the cylinder, andc is the Euler’s
number. The ratio

Uarm

h
~11!

is the Reynolds numberRe of the system.
Since viscous forces act only on the external surface

the rod, we impose that the total external force integrated
the volume to be the same as the force per unit length i
grated onds, i.e.,*VfdV5*Lfvds. We find that the externa
force in Eqs.~8! and ~9! has to be written as

f5fv

d~r 2a!

2pr
. ~12!

Using Eqs.~4! and ~5! and assuming that the rod has
uniform circular cross section of areaA, Eqs.~8! and~9! can
be simplified to yield:

F92bAḋ35
r8~s!

r~s!
~F82bAẋ!1r~s!Ad̈3 , ~13!

M 81d33F22bI~d13ḋ11d23ḋ2!

5r~s!I ~d13d̈11d23d̈2!, ~14!

whereI is the principal moment of inertia of the cross secti
andb is obtained from Eq.~10!:

b5
1

A S 4ph

0.52c2 ln~Re/4! D . ~15!

Notice that Eq.~8! was differentiated with respect tos. In
the case of constant mass density,r850, this has the effec
of removingx from the system of equations, leaving only th
director basis vectors as variables. To get rid of theẋ in the
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term with r8, one has to differentiate this equation on
more. We shall get back to this point later on.

In order to close the system of equations we need acon-
stitutive relation relating the local forces and momen
~stresses! to the elastic deformations of the body~strains!. In
linear theory of elasticity, for a homogeneous elastic ma
rial, the stress is proportional to the deformation if this d
formation is small. The Young’s modulus~E! and the Shear
modulus (m) characterize the elastic properties of the ma
rial. Therefore, it is possible to obtain, for small deformatio
a constitutive relation for the moment. In the director ba
the relation is@17#

M5EI~k12k1
u!d11EI~k22k2

u!d212mI ~k32k3
u!d3 ,

~16!

whereki are the components of the twist vector andki
u are

the components of the twist vector in the unstressed confi
ration. The caseki

u50 corresponds to the case of a natura
straight and untwisted rod. We shall assumeki

u50.
Equations.~13!, ~14! and~16! can be further simplified by

the introduction of scaled variables. We first write the ma
density in the form

r5r0~11dr!, ~17!

where r0 is constant anddr carries the fluctuations ofr
along the rod. Following Ref.@1# we make the changes:

t→tAIr0

AE
, s→sA I

A
, F→AEF, b→AAEr0

I
b,

~18!

M→MEAAI, k→kAA

I
, v→vAAE

Ir0
, r→r/r0 .

In the new variables the Kirchhoff equations become

F92bḋ35
r8~s!

r~s!
~F82bẋ!1r~s!d̈3 , ~19!

M 81d33F22b~d13ḋ11d23ḋ2!

5r~s!~d13d̈11d23d̈2!, ~20!

M5k1d11k2d21Gk3d3 , ~21!

where r511dr is now a dimensionless function of a
clength s and G52m/E varies between2

3 ~incompressible
material! and 1~hyperelastic material!. From our assumption
of a circular cross section it follows thatI 5pa4/4 and A
5pa2, wherea is the radius of the rod. Therefore,AA/I
52/a, which means that the radius of the rod is fixed to 2
the scaled variables.

These nine equations form a set of nonlinear, partial d
ferential equations of second order in time and in arclen
for nine unknows: force, moment, and director basis vecto
The simple stationary solution is the well-known twisted p
nar ring @1#, that we discuss briefly in the next section.
Secs. IV to VI we shall analyze the dynamics of rods ne
1-3
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this equilibrium configuration following the proposition o
Goriely and Tabor in Ref.@1#. In Sec. IV and V we study the
cases:~i! r51 andb50, ~ii ! r51 andbÞ0, ~iii ! r5r(s)
andb50, and~iv! r5r(s) andbÞ0. Before we do that we
briefly review the twisted planar ring solution.

III. PLANAR RING CONFIGURATION

The stationary solutions of Eqs.~19!–~21! are obtained by
setting the time derivatives equal to zero in the first two
these equations:

F92
r8~s!

r~s!
F850, ~22!

M 81d33F50. ~23!

The only acceptable solution of Eq.~22! is F5const@see the
original Eq. ~8!#. Differentiating Eq.~21! with respect tos
and usingdi85k3di gives
-

an

01661
f

M 85@k181~G21!k2k3#d11@k282~G21!k1k3#d21Gk38d3 .
~24!

Replacing Eq.~24! in Eq. ~23! and recalling thatF5( f idi
gives

k181~G21!k2k35 f 2,

k282~G21!k1k352 f 1, ~25!

k3850.

These equations can be solved in terms of Euler ang
Let ei be a set of orthonormal Cartesian basis vectors an

di5(
j 51

3

Si j ej ~26!

with
S5S cosu cosf cosc2sinf sinc cosu cosf sinc1sinf cosc 2cosf sinu

2cosu sinf cosc2cosf sinc 2cosu sinf sinc1cosf cosc sinf sinu

sinu cosc sinu sinc cosu
D ~27!
he

and
in
In terms of the Euler anglesu, f, and c, Eqs. ~25!
become

u92~c8!2sinu cosu1Gc8~f81c8cosu!sinu

52~F1 cosc1F2 sinc!cosu1F3 sinu,

c9 sinu12c8u8cosu2Gu8~f81c8cosu!

5F1 sinc2F2 cosc, ~28!

c9 cosu5c8u8sinu2f9,

where we have definedF5( f idi5(Fiei and used the rela
tion k5 1

2 (di3di8 .
The most simple solution to these equations is

F5Ggk e3 ,

u5p/2,
~29!

f5gs1p/2,

c5ks

for 0<s<2p/k. The director basis vectors in the Cartesi
basis are given by
d15S 2cosgs sinks

cosgs cosks

sings
D , d25S sings sinks

2sings cosks

cosgs
D ,

d35S cosks

sinks

0
D ~30!

and the central curve is

x~s!5
1

k
~sinkse12coskse2!. ~31!

This solution is the famous planar ring configuration. T
meaning of the integration constantsg and k is clear: R
51/k is the radius of the ring and 2pg/k is the total twist,
i.e., the number of turns of the vectorsd1 andd2 about the
tangent vectord3.

The twist and spin vectors can be readly computed
are given below, together with the expression for the force
the di basis:

k5k sings d11k cosgs d21g d3

5g cosks e11g sinks e21k e3 ,
~32!

F5Ggk~sings d11cosgs d2!5Ggk e3,

v50.
1-4
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We remark that all stationary solutions of the Kirchho
equations~19!–~21! are independent ofb or any fluctuation
that might exist in the distribution of mass along the rod. T
dynamics, however, does depend on these elements.
means, for instance, that the rod may be driven to differ
equilibria if immersed in different media or had differe
mass distribution. We investigate the effects of viscosity a
mass distribution in the next sections.

IV. EFFECT OF VISCOSITY IN THE
HOMOGENEOUS ROD

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the effects of no
homogeneities in the mass distribution along a rod can
drastically reduced if the Reynolds number of the system
too small. In this section we shall study the effects of visc
ity alone in the rod dynamics. Nonuniformities in the ma
density will be treated in the next section. Here we sh
adopt the analysis proposed by Goriely and Tabor@2# and
focus on the time-dependent behavior of homogeneous
in the vicinity of the planar ring equilibrium.

Goriely and Tabor present in great detail the method
linear analysis of Eqs.~19!–~21!. Here we briefly summarize
the main steps of the procedure. The basic idea is to exp
the director basis~and all dynamical quantities related to th
system! in terms of the director basis of the equilibrium p
sition, theunperturbed basis.

Let di
(0) , i 51,2,3 be the solution of the stationary Kirch

hoff equations for the twisted planar ring, Eq.~30!. The per-
turbed basisdi is written as:

di5di
(0)1edi

(1)1O~e2!, i 51,2,3, ~33!

wheree is a small parameter. The correctionsdi
(1) are ob-

tained from the Kirchhoff equations and from the requi
ment that the perturbed basis remains orthonormal to o
e, i.e.,di•dj5d i j 1O(e2). This implies that the vectorsdi

(1)

can be written as

di
(1)5a3di

(0) , ~34!

wherea is a vector to be determined. The perturbed rod c
be reconstructed by integrating the tangent vector:

x~s!5Es

d3ds5Es

@d3
(0)1e~a2d1

(0)2a1d2
(0)!#ds.

~35!

All dynamical quantities are likewise expanded to first ord
in the perturbation parametere. For any such quantityG we
write

G5G(0)1eG(1)1O~e2!5~Gi
01eGi

1!di ~36!

and, in terms ofdi
0 ,

G(0)5(
i

gi
(0)di

(0) , ~37!
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G(1)5(
i

@gi
(1)1~a3G(0)! i #di

(0) . ~38!

In this section we consider only the case of constant d
sity, r850 andr51. Applying this perturbation expansio
to the Kirchhoff equations we obtain a system of six equ
tions of second order ins and t for the six independent vari
ablesa1 , a2 , a3 , f 1

(1) , f 2
(1) , and f 3

(1) . The form of these
equations is not particularly enlightening and, therefore,
shall not write them down. They involve the variablesf i

(1) ,
which are the termsgi

(1) of Eq. ~38! for G5F, and f i
(0) and

ki
(0) , which are thei th component of the force and the twi

vector, respectively, in the equilibrium configuration. The
equations can be formally written as

LE~k(0),f(0)!•m50, ~39!

where m[(a1 ,a2 ,a3 , f 1
(1) , f 2

(1) , f 3
(1)) and LE is a linear,

second-order differential operator ins and t whose coeffi-
cients depend ons through the stationary solution (k(0),f(0)).

For the planar ring solution, the vectorsk, v, andF are
given, in thedi

(0) basis, byk(0)5(k sings,k cosgs,g), v(0)

50 and F (0)5(Ggk sings,Ggk cosgs,0), whereg is the
twist density, andk51/R andR is the radius of the rod@see
Eq. ~32!#. The equations fora i and f i can be further simpli-
fied with the help of new variables@2#

b5Rg•a ~40!

and

g5Rg•f(1), ~41!

where

Rg5S cosgs 2sings 0

2sings 2cosgs 0

0 0 1
D ~42!

This transformation leads to an autonomous set of differ
tial equations forb andg:

b̈11bḃ15g29 ,

b̈21bḃ21g1912kg382Ggkb3912k2Ggb18

5k2g12k3Ggb3 ,

Ggkb191g3912k2Ggb3822kg185k2g31k3Ggb1 ,
~43!

b̈112bḃ12b191Gyb282Gkb385~12G!k2b11g2 ,

b̈212bḃ22b292Ggb1852g11Ggkb3 ,

2b̈314bḃ35Gb392Gkb18 .

The general form of periodic solutions forb and g can be
obtained in terms of a Fourier analysis:
1-5
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b j5est~aje
inks1c.c.!, j 51,2,3, ~44!

gj5est~aj 13einks1c.c.!, j 51,2,3, ~45!

where c.c. stands forcomplex conjugate, n is an integer that
defines the mode of the fundamental solutions, ands is the
characteristic exponent of each mode. Substituting these
.
xp
ra
o

s

ot

s

01661
x-

pressions into the differential equations forb andg leads to
a 636 linear system

L•a50, ~46!

where
L5S 2ik3Ggn s21bs k3Gg~11n2! 2k2~11n2! 0 2ink2

2s22bs 0 0 0 2n2k2 0

2k3Gg~11n2! 0 2ik3Ggn 22ink2 0 2k2~11n2!

2k2~G1n221!2s222bs 2 ikGgn iGk2n 0 1 0

ikGgn 2n2k22s222bs kGg 21 0 0

2 iGk2n 0 2Gn2k222s214bs 0 0 0

D ,

~47!

The eigenvector corresponding to the null eigenvalue determines the coefficientsaj . The imposition thatD[detL is zero
determiness. The determinant can be computed analyically and gives

D522k2~n4k222n2k21n2111k2!~n2k211!s622bk2@6k4n2~211n2!214~11n2!15k2~12n212n4!#s5

2k2$2b2@12k4n2~211n2!215~11n2!18k2~12n212n4!#1k2n2~2Gk412n4Gk222k41Gn2210n4k413Gk2

23Gk4n224n2k214n6k418k4n21G1Gn2k214n4k21Gn6k4!%s42bk2$4b2@11n214k4n2~211n2!2

1k2~222n214n4!#1k2n2@4k2~211n2!~2k213n226k2n214k2n4!1G~219k218k412n213k2n2212k4n2

16k2n414k4n6!#%s32k4n2$k4n2~211n2!@2k22Gk212Gn224k2n22Gk2n212k2n412Gk2n4

22g2G2~211n2!#1b2@8k2~211n2!~k21n223k2n212k2n4!1G~116k218k41n212k2n2212k4n214k2n4

14k4n6!#%s212bk8n4~211n2!@2Gn212g2G2~211n2!2k2~211n2!~221G12n212Gn2!#s

1Gk10n6~211n2!2@g2G22k2~211n2!#. ~48!
ble
ed
Solutions with real positives identify the unstable modes
These are the most relevant modes, since they grow e
nentially even for small perturbations. Although the gene
solution of the equations of motion is a linear combination
these modes, the one with the largest exponent dominate
dynamics and we call itthe principal mode.

If we setb50 we recover thedispersion relationthat is
presented in Ref.@2#. We see that the viscosity does n
change the critical value of the twistTw for which the sta-
tionary solution first becomes unstable. Settings50 in the
above relation we obtain

Tw5
g

k
56

An221

G
, ~49!

which is independent ofb. The lowest mode for which we
have an unstable solution isn52 and this leads to Zajac’
critical twist: Twc5A3/G @11#.

In Fig. 1 we see typical plots ofs versusn for b50,
0.01, and 0.02 with the parametersk50.05, g50.375, and
o-
l
f
the

G50.9. In all cases we see that the maximum value fors
corresponds to the moden55. This mode, for the above
parameters is, then, theprincipal mode. For largen all modes
are damped. Notice thats(n55) decreases withb. Figure 2
shows on the left the principal moden55 for b50. In this
figure the rod has been slightly moved from its unsta
equilibrium position and evolved according to the lineariz
equations for a~scaled! time t5130. ForbÞ0, the shape of

FIG. 1. s versusn for a homogeneous rod withb50 ~full line!,
b50.01 ~dotted line! and b50.02 ~dashed line!. In all casesk
50.05, g50.375, andG50.9.
1-6
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FIG. 2. Left: homogeneous rod withk
50.05, g50.375,G50.9, andb50 evolved for
t5130. Right: twist densitygp(s) for the same
rod.
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the evolved rod is identical to that shown in this figure f
b50. The only effect of the viscous medium is to slo
down the dynamics. Atb50.01, for instance, it takest
5150 to reach the same configuration and forb50.02 it
takest5180. The shape is symmetric with respect to ro
tions of 2p/5 about thez axis for all values ofb.

The componentk3 of the twist vector is the twist densit
gp(s), along the closed rod in the perturbed configurati
The expression forgp(s) is

gp~s!5g1e~a381a2k1
(0)2a1k2

(0)!. ~50!

Using Eqs.~40!, ~41!, and~42! this can be written as

gp~s!5g1e~b382kb1!. ~51!

It is interesting to calculate the so-calledlinking number Lk
of the perturbed closed rod. The White’s formula defin
@22,23# the Lk as

Lk5Tw1W, ~52!

whereTw is the total twist of the rod,

Tw5
1

2pE0

L

k3~s!ds, ~53!

andW is thewrithing numberof a closed space curve. De
spite the existence of an explicit formula for the writhin
number@22# of any space curve, we calculate it using t
White’s formula ~52! because of the topological invarianc
of the linking number, i.e., the linking number is a consta
for closed rods. Thus, the linking number of the unperturb
configuration~planar ring! is the sum of its total twist and its
writhing number. The writhing number of a planar ring
zero @23#:

W(0)50. ~54!

The total twist is calculated using Eq.~53! and for k3
(0)5g

andL52p/k. We obtain

Tw(0)5
g

k
. ~55!

Then, the linking number is

Lk5Tw(0)1W(0)5
g

k
. ~56!
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We now can calculate the total twist of the perturbed co
figuration through the Eq.~51!. Since theb i(s) are oscilla-
tory functions of the arclengths @see Eqs.~44! and~45!# the
integral in Eq.~53! is null for the term in orderO(e) and the
total twist of the perturbed rod is the same of the planar ri

Tw5
1

2pE0

2p/k

gp~s!ds5
1

2pE0

2p/k

gds5
g

k
. ~57!

The writhing number of the perturbed rod is

W5Lk2Tw50. ~58!

Therefore, we choose the twist density, as a function of
lengths, as the main quantity to show how each cross sec
deforms along the closed rod. Figure 2 also shows, on
right, the twist densitygp(s) for the moden55.

V. EFFECT OF VISCOSITY IN THE
NONHOMOGENEOUS ROD

After having studied how the viscosity affects the ne
equilibrium dynamics of the twisted planar ring we introdu
nonuniformities in the rod, allowing for small variations i
the mass densityr, simulating either fine-scale propertie
that have survived the large scale limit or the binding
external particles to the filament. For closed rodsr must be a
periodic function ofs. Here we consider only the simples
type of periodic dependence, namely,

r~s!511z cosQks, ~59!

where z is the perturbation amplitude (z!1) and Q is an
integer parameter that fixes the number of complete osc
tions of the density along the rod lengthL52p/k52pR
@see Eq.~17!# .

We start from Eqs.~19!–~21!. Sincer(s)Þ0, we multi-
ply Eq. ~19! by r(s):

rF92rbḋ35r8~F82bẋ!1r2d̈3 . ~60!

We rewrite the other two Kirchhoff equations for the sake
clarity:

M 81d33F22b~d13ḋ11d23ḋ2!

5r~s!~d13d̈11d23d̈2!, ~61!

M5k1d11k2d21Gk3d3 . ~62!
1-7
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Let us first study the caseb50. Equations~60! and ~61!
become

rF95r8F81r2d̈3 , ~63!

M 81d33F5r~s!~d13d̈11d23d̈2!. ~64!

Following the same steps of Sec. III we obtain the eq
tions for gi andb i for this case

r2b̈12rg291r8g2850,

r2b̈21rg1912rkg382Ggkrb3912k2Ggrb18

1Ggkr8b382r8g18

5k2rg12k3Ggrb31Ggk2r8b11kr8g3 ,

Ggkrb191rg3912k2Ggrb3822krg182Ggkr8b182r8g38

5k2rg31k3Ggrb11Ggk2r8b32kr8g1 ,
~65!

rb̈12b191Gyb282Gkb385~12G!k2b11g2 ,

rb̈22b292Ggb1852g11Ggkb3 ,

2rb̈35Gb392Gkb18 .

For the case of constant density this constitutes a se
autonomous differential equations forb andg. In the present
case these equations are still nonautonomous, sincr
5r(s). However, the general form of periodic solutions f
b and g can still be obtained as a linear combination
Fourier components:

b j5estS (
n50

`

aj ,neinks1c.c.D , j 51,2,3, ~66!

gj5estS (
n50

`

aj 13,neinks1c.c.D , j 51,2,3. ~67!

where c.c. stands forcomplex conjugateands is character-
istic exponent of the solution. Substituting these express
01661
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into the differential equations forb andg leads to an infinite
dimensional linear system whose matrix is composed
636 blocks labeled byn. Once again, the imposition that th
determinant of this matrix is zero determiness, and the
eigenvector corresponding to the null eigenvalue determ
the coefficientsaj ,n . If we set the density perturbation pa
rameterz to zero, these blocks decouple from each other a
the results of Ref.@2# are recovered. For nonzeroz the block
n couples to the blocksn6Q, n62Q, . . . ,etc.@see Eqs.~59!
and~63!#. Each previously decoupled moden changes into a
new, modified mode. In order to find this new moden nu-
merically we have considered only the two nearest blocks
n, namely,n2Q andn1Q, reducing the system to a set o
18 linear equations. In this approximation all terms inz2 are
neglected.

Before we show the numerical results for this case, let
consider the general situation, wherebÞ0. In this case, Eq.
~60! presents a technical problem, since it has a term prop
tional to ẋ. The vectorx is the space curve of the rod, wit
the property thatx85d3. One possible approach to treat th
equation is to differentiate it once more with respect tos and
write it entirely in terms of thedi vectors. This, however
leads to third-order derivatives ofF and introduces spuriou
solutions that are hard to control. To avoid these compli
tions, we opt for writing Eq.~60! in the fixed Cartesian basi
$e1 ,e2 ,e3%. For that, we use the relation between the vect
di

(0) andei given by Eqs.~26!, ~27!, and~29!.

To calculateẋ we consider Eq.~35!:

x~s!5Es

d3ds5Es

@d3
(0)1e~a2d1

(0)2a1d2
(0)!#ds

[x0~s!1x1~s!, ~68!

wherea i is written in terms ofb i using Eq.~40!:

a152b2 cosgs2b1 sings, ~69!

a25b1 cosgs2b2 sings. ~70!

Using the series expansion forb andg, Eqs.~66! and ~67!,
we can perform the integral in Eq.~68! explicitly. We obtain
the following result forx(1), considering only the two neares
exponents ton, namely,n2Q andn1Q:
x(1)~s!5
est

2 H 2
a2,n2Q

~n2Q11!k
ei (n2Q11)ks1

a2,n2Q

~n2Q21!k
ei (n2Q21)ks2

a2,n

~n11!k
ei (n11)ks1

a2,n

~n21!k
ei (n21)ks

2
a2,n1Q

~n1Q11!k
ei (n1Q11)ks1

a2,n1Q

~n1Q21!k
ei (n1Q21)ks1c.c.J e12

est

2 H a2,n2Q

i ~n2Q11!k
ei (n2Q11)ks

1
a2,n2Q

i ~n2Q21!k
ei (n2Q21)ks1

a2,n

i ~n11!k
ei (n11)ks1

a2,n

i ~n21!k
ei (n21)ks1

a2,n1Q

i ~n1Q11!k
ei (n1Q11)ks

1
a2,n1Q

i ~n1Q21!k
ei (n1Q21)ks1c.c.J e21estH a1,n2Q

i ~n2Q!k
ei (n1Q)ks1

a1,n

ink
einks1

a1,n1Q

i ~n1Q!k
ei (n1Q)ks1c.c.J e3 .

~71!
1-8
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Then,ẋ(1)5sx(1). To write the other terms of Eq.~60! in the
$e1 ,e2 ,e3% basis we define the following quantities:

A[r2b̈11rbḃ12rg291r8g28 , ~72!

B[r2b̈21rbḃ21rg1912rkg382Ggkrb3912k2Ggrb18

1Ggkr8b382r8g182k2rg11k3Ggrb3

2Ggk2r8b12kr8g3 , ~73!

C[Ggkrb191rg3912k2Ggrb3822krg182Ggkr8b18

2r8g382k2rg32k3Ggrb12Ggk2r8b31kr8g1 .

~74!

The new three equations for the caser8Þ0 andbÞ0 are the
three components of the following vector equation:

S 2B sinks1C cosks

B cosks1C sinks

A
D 52sr8bx(1). ~75!

To complete the set of equations we add the last thre
Eqs.~65!, modified by the addition of terms proportional
b:

rb̈112bḃ12b191Gyb282Gkb385~12G!k2b11g2 ,

rb̈212bḃ22b292Ggb1852g11Ggkb3 , ~76!

2rb̈314bḃ25Gb392Gkb18 .

Since we only consider terms with exponentsn, n2Q,
andn1Q in Eqs.~66! and ~67!, we again have a system o
18 equations for 18 variablesaj ,p with j 51 to 6 andp5n
2Q,n,n1Q.

Figure 3 shows the principal moden55 for the param-
etersk50.05,g50.375,G50.9,Q51, andb50, 0.01, and
0.02. For each value ofb we show the effect of nonunifor
mities in the mass density forz50.03, 0.07, and 0.10. Th
time necessary for the unstable rod withbÞ0 to attain the
same amplitude as forb50 with t5130 is obtained through
the numerical relationst5s(b50)t(b50)54.7. As b in-
creases,s decreases andt, therefore, also increases. In a
figures showing rods with nonhomogeneous distribution
mass, we use a grayscale along the rod to indicate the
sity; black represents places where the density is sm
whereas white indicates regions of high density. Forz50
the shape is symmetric with respect to rotations of 2p/5
about the z axis for all values ofb as shown in Sec. III. As
the density gradient increases the 2p/5 symmetry is broken
and the more massive regions of the rod tend to restore
original planar circular shape, decreasing the writhing. N
tice that the substantial difference in the shapes of the fig
from left to right is caused by a change of just 10% in t
local density. Nevertheless, whenb becomes much large
than s, this effect is strongly damped. Forb50.05 ~not
shown! the effect of the nonuniform density is negligible.
01661
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Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the ring withb50
and z50.1. It is clear from this figure that, as time pass
the part of ring with lower mass density pops out of the pla
and bends while the more massive part stays almost stati
this case, as in Sec. III, the writhing number of these cur
is null. Figure 5 shows the plot of the twist densitygp(s)

FIG. 3. Principal moden55 for a rod with k50.05, g
50.375, G50.9, andQ51. The viscous coefficientb is 0 for
~a!–~c!, b50.01 for ~d!–~f!, and 0.02 for~g!–~i!. For each of these
sets of figures the nonuniformity parameterz is equal to 0.03, 0.07,
and 0.10. The evolution time in each case ist5130 for b50, t
5150 for b50.01, andt5180 for b50.02. The grayscale tone
indicate the mass gradient along the rod, which is large when w
and small when black.
1-9
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versus arclengths for z50.1 andb50, 0.01, and 0.02. In
these plots we see the variation of the local twist density w
the arclengths. The variation is smaller where the mass de
sity is larger, but this effect decreases asb increases.

Figure 6 shows a rod withb50.05 andg50.75, twice as
twisted as before. We see that, now, the symmetry br
occurs even at high viscosity, showing that the asymme
deformation does not depend only on the medium but also
the applied stresses on the rod.

Figure 7 shows a much larger ring, with radiusR51/k
5200. Here,g50.375, G50.9, andb50. In this case the
principal mode isn550 and we show the effect of a period
oscillation of the density withQ510. For the sake of clarity
only the central curve of the rod is drawn. The caseQ510
replicates the effect shown in Fig. 3; each high-density s
ment of the ring tends to a more flat position while the sm

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the principal moden55 for k
50.05, g50.375, G50.9, Q51, andz50.1 @see rod in~c!#: ~a!
t50, ~b! t540, ~c! t580, ~d! t5105, ~e! t5120, and~f! t5130.
The grayscale tones are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Twist densitygp(s) for z50.1 andb equal 0, 0.01, and
0.02 ~full, dotted, and dashed lines, respectively!.
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density parts coil in large loops. Figure 8 shows the effect
b50.01 andb50.02.

We have also considered the case where the frequenc
the density oscillationsQ, is much higher than the frequenc
of the last unstable mode,A11Gg2/k2. In this case the ring
behaves as if the density were constant. This is an interes
result that might be used as a quantitative criterion for
glecting the structural details of the filament and treat it a
uniform rod approach.

VI. APPLICATION TO DNA

In this section, we apply the theory described above t
circular DNA with 168 base pairs~bps! immersed in water.

FIG. 6. Rod twice as twisted as those in previous figures. H
k50.05, g50.75, Q51, t545, andb50.05. The density param
eterz, from top right to bottom left, is 0, 0.03, 0.07, and 0.10. T
inertial effects would be invisible forg50.375.

FIG. 7. Rings ten times larger than those in previous figur
Herek50.005, g50.375, Q510, t5185, b50, andz, from top
right to bottom left, is 0, 0.03, 0.07, and 0.10.
1-10
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The choice of this system is motivated by a recent exp
ment by Hanet al. in short DNA rings@24#, where sequence
of base pairs with intrinsic bending tendency were synt
tized. The rings were immersed in a solution contain
Zn21 and/or Mg21. The authors found that the DNA ring
were always stable in a pure Mg21 solution, but exhibited
kinks above a critical concentration of Zn21 ions ~either
alone or in combination with Mg21). This experiment was
analyzed theoretically by Haijun and Zhong-can@25# who
showed that a possible explanation for these results is
the Zn21 ions enhance the intrinsic curvature of the ring
binding directly to the base pairs, destabilizing the ring. T
Mg21 ions, on the other hand, have the opposite effect du
their binding to the phosphate backbone.

Although the instabilities observed in these rings app
ently originate from an excess of bending, and not from
excess of twist, we notice that the atomic mass of Zn is of
order of 10% of the total base pair mass~including the phos-
phates!, while that of Mg is only about 4%. Therefore, th
binding of Zn21 ions to the DNA provides a neat example
the type of situation our model may describe. In what f
lows we wish to show that even at low Reynolds numbe
sufficiently large stress, like a large twist, can enhance
effects of the inertial forces derived from such a nonhom
geneous distribution of mass.

The Reynolds number for DNA rings in water can
calculated from Eq.~11!. The ratio h/rm for water is
1022 cm2 s21 @18#. The radius of the cross section of th
DNA is a510 Å. Assuming an average velocityU for the

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 withz50.1 and~a! b50.01, t5215
and ~b! b50.02, t5250.
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DNA of order 0.1 Å s21, the Reynolds number become
Re510214. Using Eq.~15! we can calculate the constantb
and we obtainb.1.1231014 Nm21 s.

The next step is to apply Eqs.~18! to obtain scaled vari-
ables. The scaledk andb are given by

k5kescAA

I
and b5AAEr0

I
besc.

For a DNA of length 168 bps we haveL51683 l 0, where
l 053.3 Å is the length of a basepair@26#. Thenk52p/L
.1133106 m21. Since the ratio

AA

I
5A pa2

pa4/4
5

2

a
5

1

5Å
,

we find kesc50.057. The mass density of the DNA isr0
5mbp /Vdisc5929 kg m23 @26# and the Young’s modulusE
543108 Nm22 @14#, so thatbesc50.098. The dimension-
less elastic parameter of the DNA can be taken asG52/3
@27#. Finally the twist densityg can be calculated from
gesc5Tw kesc.

Most plasmids have linking numbers that are about 5
away from elastic equilibrium@21#. Since theB form of
DNA has an approximate twist of 10.5 bps per turn wh
relaxed, we haveLk.16 for the DNA with 168 bps. From
Eq. ~49! we see that, even forG51, the minimum value of
Tw for which the ring is unstable isA3.1.73 for the mode
n52. On the other hand, 5% ofTw516 is 0.8,A3 and,
therefore, this DNA minicircle is stable. Indeed, Haijun a
Zhong-can@25# showed that the kink deformations observ
in this DNA are caused by bending, and not by twisting.

The effects of inertial forces, however, are better visu
ized on unstable rings. We therefore consider here an a
cial excess of linking number equal to 16, corresponding
100% of the natural twist, and a zero spontaneous curvat
Such a ring does not represent those in the experimen
Ref. @24#, but is just inspired by it.

Figure 9 shows on the left the plot ofs versusn for the
above parameters. We see that the principal mode isn58.
Figure 10 shows the principal mode of the perturbed DN
minicircle for various values of the perturbation amplitu
z~0, 0.03, 0.07, and 0.1!. We see that, despite the very lo
value of Reynolds number, the effects produced by the in
tial forces are the same as in Sec. V. The regions with lar
mass density deform less than those with smaller densi
Figure 9 also shows on the right the twist density
FIG. 9. Right:s versusn for a DNA ring with
k50.057,g516k, andG52/3. Left: twist den-
sity gp(s) for this ring after a timet570 with
Q51, z50.1, and b50.098 ~see next figure,
bottom right!.
1-11
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the perturbed rodgp(s). Again, the amplitude of variation o
gp(s) is of the same order as in the examples considere
Sec. V.

We finally notice that, although the theory in Ref.@25#
does account for the onset of instability of the DNA rings
the experiment of Hanet al., it does not explain the asym
metric shapes exhibited by most of the kinked rings shown
Ref. @24#. Our results suggest that this asymmetry is due
nonuniformities in the rings, either intrinsic or induced b
the binding of ions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The Kirchhoff model of rods is a very powerful frame
work to study the dynamics of elastic filaments. It allows o
to treat a large variety of situations where the rod might
subjected to external forces and nonhomogeneities. In m
cases of interest, including biological molecules, the fi
ments are immersed in a viscous medium with small R
nolds number. In this paper, we start from the general fo
of the Kirchhoff equations and we incorporate external v
cous forces explicitly. In this framework, we have studi
the balance between viscosity and the inertial forces indu
by a nonhomogeneous distribution of mass along the
We showed that the equations determining the equilibri
configurations are independent of both the viscosity and
mass distribution, although the dynamics does usually
pend on these elements. Instead of solving the full nonlin
partial equations of the model, we restricted ourselves to
study of the dynamics in the vicinity of the simplest equili
rium configuration of the system, the so-called twisted pla
ring. This was done using the method developed by Gor
and Tabor. The results we obtained are summarized bel

FIG. 10. DNA ring withb50.098 evolved fort570 and mass
non-uniformities of 0, 0.03, 0.07, and 0.10.
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The main effect of viscosity on a homogeneous rod, in
vicinity of the planar ring configuration, is to slow dow
motion. The unstable modes of the near equilibrium dyna
ics keep the same symmetry for all values of the visco
parameterb studied and the dynamics are almost identica
that without viscosity, only in slow motion.

This effect is also important for rods with varying ma
density. In this case, however, the unstable modes of
homogeneous rod problem couple to each other and
shape of the rod changes qualitatively, breaking the sym
try of the individual modes. We observe that the high
density segments of the rod coil less than the lower-den
parts.

The inertial effects generated by the varying mass dis
bution competes, however, with those of the viscous forc
When the viscous parameterb is larger than the unstabl
exponents the symmetry break is negligible and the ro
behaves just like a uniform filament in a very viscous m
dium. We found, however, that even at very low Reyno
number, a large value of the twist density of the rod tends
enhance the effect of the inertial forces, reviving the co
pling between modes and the symmetry breaking. We th
fore conclude thatthe asymmetric deformations resultin
from inertial forces induced by a nonuniform distribution
mass do not depend exclusively on the Reynolds number
also on the applied stresses on the rod.

As an interesting example, we applied our model to
DNA minicircle of 168 basepairs~bps! with zero intrinsic
curvature and 100% of twisting excess. In DNA molecul
the difference in mass between the basepairs is always
than 0.5%. The DNA, therefore, has an approximate unifo
mass density. Nonuniform mass distribution may, howev
result from the binding of proteins@14,28,29# or ions@25# to
the DNA. Since the interaction of DNA’s with these particle
are very important in processes like transcription, replicat
@26#, and in the action of the repressors@30#, our approach
might bring new insights to the dynamics of these proces
when the DNA is subjected to large stresses.

In macroscopic systems, like those found in engineeri
the Reynolds number is much larger than those found
biological systems. The results described here are then
rectly applicable withb'0. We finally notice that, when the
frequency of oscillations in the mass density is larger th
the last unstable mode,n5A11Gg2/k2'AGg/k, the rod
behaves as if the density was constant.
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